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each 
each Z ... , X '" X 

with component i from set (Zi)). 
An n-secret scheme consists of a publicly known subset F of (P and 

probability measure p defined on F. Each f E F is known as a distribution rule. We 
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and for all 
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of information that the 

any nrnif'r'l.nn 

). 

ideal secret 
that I 

For the rest of the paper we 

J:.Jx:an:lp.le 2 The following set shar-
ing scheme with respect to 1) , 
examples we use an array representation for a set 
row indexed by i and the co111,mn indexed j is the 
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labelled '/,. 

11 0 0 0 
0 
0 

14 0 
0 0 

h 2 

19 0 0 
1. 

0 0 
1 1. 

In the 

vaz'ne 
and hence :F ,7U;</0<>'""" 

Note 
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1. 
1. 
0 
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1 
0 
0 
1. 
0 
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0 
1 
0 
1 
1. 
0 
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0 
0 

0 

0 
1. 
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for each secret. In 
be very 

2 1 

___ ._~ ___ ,.... schemes, 

with respect 
nOIHlIlc:reaSlng rational sequence al," . ,an--l)' The second 

lTnnnrr;HlT al1·vaTJtaln~. but only works for more restricted range 
of sequences al, ... ,an--l). Both constructions use the same 
which we now describe. 

we define an n-secTet distTib~dion. An n-secret distribution is '_",O'"uUJ.uu 

an n-secret scheme without any shares. In other words it is a collection of dis
tribution rules that consist of secret values More formally, let ... , Sn} 
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of secrets and for each 1 
We will assume that (Sl) 

n let Si take secret value from the finite 
(Sn) Let (1, aI, ,an-I) be a non

IlO[l-lIlCl:'easlIlg sequence. the notation from the last ""'JU>'-'U, 

a subset of and let p be measure that p uniform on Then 
9 an n-secret distribution with to (1, ... ,an-d if for all 0 n 1, 
and for all {Si1 , •• , 

, ... , ). 

We say that A 
tion technique is 

the length of the n-secret distribution. Our 
follows: 

construc-

Secret Distribution 

start with the following "'"'P'-'."-

e :F a uniform ideal secret scheme for r with secret 

• 9 an n-secret distribution with to A. 

scheme 'H for with 
secret values of 

"1"' ...... "'.'-'-'5 each secret value of F with its cOlrreS-p!:Jn(11IllQ: 

Thus the above technique results in each secret an 
n-tuple of secret values of g. The that 'H is rl,-IJplGlIllal IS str'alllh1;io:rw,ard 

Example 3 We show how to use the Secret Distribution Technique to construct the 
2-optimaZ secret sharing scheme exhibited in 2. Let r be the ideal access 
structure in Example 2. Let F' be the uniform ideal secret sharing scheme for r 
obtained from F in Example 2 by treating the components indexed as a 
binary ordered pair} indexed Hence} for the distribution rule f4 in F 
becomes the distribution rule f~ in F' given by 

S 

f~ 

Let 9 = {(O, 0), (0,1), (1,0), (1, I)} be a 2-secret distribution with 
Then by applying the Secret Distribution to F' and 9 I using the 
mapping between secret val'ues of F' and distribution rules of 9 J we reconstruct F. 

3.1 The Tranversal 

We now provide our first construction. We will construct an n-secret distribution and 
then use the Secret Distribution Technique to convert it to an n-optimal secret sharing 
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r with 

n

a 
a 

to 

Transversal Product Construction is so 
to!,[etJler a sequence of transversal systems, 

n, for each 
is an n-secret distribution with 



The Transversal Product Construction 
sequence of non-Ilee'atlVe .uV'Ll.-.lJ.H~.!.vUDJ.U'" 

generally the resulting n-optimal secret uu~~ ...... 
lengths, This is highly desirable in 
sequences the secret may be even 
security the application, We now describe an alternative construction 
secret which only works for certain sequences 
can result in smaller secret ~V~.'F-.u.a", 

3.2 

The Tranversal Product Construction creates a secret distribution from smaller 
jects (tranversal systems). In the Intersection Mapping Construction pro
duces a secret distribution mapping by dividing a large object into smaller 'UIIP'·"" 

This construction starts with a set of tuples that form and then associates cer
tain sets of components with each secret Si in such a way that the result is secret 
distribution mapping, 
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ft that </J) 

6, 

P'Y",,-'rf'}F1''f1 717JI,1'I7I'1:n(J with respect to 

lVlapiplng Construdion 

'H for with 

where 
. ,an~l) 

of 
subset 

to 

to aI", ., (Xn--l)' 

l'ec:hnlqule to :F and g. 

to that the UH"'PtJUiF> defined in the Intersection Mapping 
secret distribution to al,., . , 

We sho'w how to use the 
to construct a 3-optimal secret .... fI.' ... n:'l.If scheme 

TrHln7111.71I.n distribution rules :F ideal 
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o 0 
1 1 
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f 1,0,0,1,0, 
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Lemma 8 vVith j3i (1 
that 

< as 

-k-
1 
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j' • 

see that for 

thus that 

non
mQ\'IJ'lJ'1/rw with 

intersection LU" .......... U ... '" 

= Uo 

l= 

\ 

N \ such that ik+l E 1. 
...... ~'c ...... "' ..• L of subsets in V that J, which 



Thus rP) an Inters,ectlOn Lua'fJVIHJ"; with 

a secret 

suitable, using the 
,\ = 228 ~ 2.68 X 
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4 

We have described a construction method for n-optimal secret schemes with 
respect to any rational non-increasing sequence (1, al) } an-d for any 
ideal access structure r. An open question is to determine whether every 
n-iOplGlTIlal secret scheme has an ideal access structure. We also 
described process that constructs n-optimal secret schemes for certain spe-
cial sequences (1, .. , an-l) and result in schemes with smaller secret lengths. 
Both constructions use an ideal secret scheme for r to the n-optimal 
secret scheme. The same construction methods can be used for non-ideal ac-

structures the ideal secret sharing scheme with any perfect secret 
sharing scheme for r. of distribution rules form an n-secret sharing 
scheme for r with al,. ., an-d, but the scheme is not n-optimaL 
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